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Zero

00Trace over these numbers and then try writing 
your own.

Write the answers in the circles 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000

What is one less than

What is two less than

What is three less than 

11
22
33
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One

11Trace over these numbers and then try writing 
your own.

How many dinosaurs can you count? Write the answer in the circle.

Stegosaurus

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111
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Two

22Trace over these numbers and then try writing 
your own.

How many dinosaurs can you count? Write the answer in the circle.

Triceratops

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22
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Three

33Trace over these numbers and then try writing 
your own.

How many dinosaurs can you count? Write the answer in the circle.

Scelidosaurus

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33
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Four

Trace over these numbers and then try writing 
your own.

How many dinosaurs can you count? Write the answer in the circle.

Tyrannosaurus Rex

44
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4  44

1

2
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Five

55Trace over these numbers and then try writing 
your own.

How many dinosaurs can you count? Write the answer in the circle.

Stegosaurus

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 55
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Six

66Trace over these numbers and then try writing 
your own.

How many dinosaurs can you count? Write the answer in the circle.

Pterodactyl

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 666
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Seven

77Trace over these numbers and then try writing 
your own.

How many dinosaurs can you count? Write the answer in the circle.

Anchisaurus

7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 77
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Eight

88Trace over these numbers and then try writing 
your own.

How many dinosaurs can you count? Write the answer in the circle.

Apatosaurus

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 88

1
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Nine

Trace over these numbers and then try writing 
your own.

How many dinosaurs can you count? Write the answer in the circle.

Triceratops

99
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 99
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Ten

1100Trace over these numbers and then try writing 
your own.

How many dinosaurs can you count? Write the answer in the circle.

Tyrannosaurus Rex

10 10 10 10 101100
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Eleven

1111Trace over these numbers and then try writing 
your own.

How many dinosaurs can you count? Write the answer in the circle.

Pterodactyl

11 11 11 11 11 11 111111
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Twelve

1212Trace over these numbers and then try writing 
your  own.     

How many dinosaurs can you count? Write the answer in the circle.

Scelidosaurus

12 12 12 12 12 121212
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Thirteen

1313Trace over these numbers and then try writing 
your  own.     

How many dinosaurs can you count? Write the answer in the circle.

Triceratops

13 13 13 13 13 131313
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Fourteen

1414Trace over these numbers and then try writing 
your  own.     

How many dinosaurs can you count? Write the answer in the circle.

Apatosaurus

14 14 14 14 14   1414

1

2
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Fifteen

1155Trace over these numbers and then try writing 
your  own.     

How many dinosaurs can you count? Write the answer in the circle.

Anchisaurus

15 15 15 15 15 151155
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Sixteen

1616Trace over these numbers and then try writing 
your  own.     

How many dinosaurs can you count? Write the answer in the circle.

Apatosaurus

16 16 16 16 16 161616
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Seventeen

1717Trace over these numbers and then try writing 
your  own.     

How many dinosaurs can you count? Write the answer in the circle.

Tyrannosaurus Rex

17 17 17 17 17 171717
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Eighteen

1818Trace over these numbers and then try writing 
your  own.     

How many dinosaurs can you count? Write the answer in the circle.

Stegosaurus

18 18 18 18 18 181818

1
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Nineteen

Trace over these numbers and then try writing 
your  own.     

How many dinosaurs can you count? Write the answer in the circle.

Triceratops

1919
19 19 19 19 19 191919
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Twenty

2020Trace over these numbers and then try writing 
your  own.     

How many dinosaurs can you count? Write the answer in the circle.

Scelidosaurus

20 20 20 20 2020
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